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Bridges

Bridges
Colman Docks Footbridge
November 2018

Project Type

Footbridge

Location

Seattle, Washington, US

Team

Washington State DoT,
Hoffman Construction, Jesse-Co

Designed in conjunction with US Bridge, the 157ft
long footbridge, part of Seattle’s waterfront
redevelopment at Colman Dock, saw SPS® deck panels
utilised to give Seattle residents the ability to walk from
downtown onto a ferry without having to cross heavy local
traffic. The ferry is a key connection for commuters from
local islands as well as a hub for visitors to Victoria, British
Columbia and San Juan Islands.
The SPS deck panels were delivered to the bridge fabricators
on one truck, with a lightweight surface pre-applied. The
complete bridge was shipped by barge to Colman Dock and
lifted into position by a 250,000 lb crane before being bolted
down in just 35 minutes.
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Bridges
Grand Duchess Charlotte Bridge
(Pont Rouge)
November 2018

Project Type

In-situ bridge/aging bridge repair solution

Location

Luxembourg City, Luxembourg

Team

SEH Engineering, Tralux, EDS

Working with SEH Engineering, SPS Technology
undertook the in-situ bridge repair and upgrade of
the Grand Duchess Charlotte Bridge (Pont Rouge), which
included the addition of a pedestrian walkway.
Pont Rouge was upgraded from six vehicle lanes to a mixeduse bridge, fulfilling modern day requirements. The bridge
now accommodates four SPS strengthened vehicle lanes
and two newly installed tram lines. By widening the bridge
using SPS panels, a two-way cycle lane and pedestrian
walkways on either side were also provided on the newly
installed SPS® panels, totalling over 2,240m2.
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Bridges
Roseville, Ohio Bridge
May 2017

Project Type

Prefabricated modular bridge deck

Location

Muskingum County, Ohio, US

Team

Ohio Department of Transportation, US Bridge

A new 53ft highway bridge, with a 100 year service life, was successfully installed in just 29 days. With an integrated
SPS® bridge deck, this two vehicle lane modular prefabricated bridge arrived on-site on two trucks. Each section was
located onto the existing bridge abutments within ten minutes. The bridge was funded by the FHWA AID programme, the
aim of which was to identify a competitive alternative superstructure to address their aging bridge inventory.
The bridge, designed and delivered by US Bridge using SPS, won the 2018 National Steel Bridge Alliance Special Bridge Award
for Technological Advancement.
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Bridges
Mettlach Bridge
January 2015

Project Type

Prefabricated modular bridge deck

Location

Merzig-Wadern, Saarland, Germany

Team

Eiffel Deutschland Stahltechnologie (EDS)

	
  

	
  

	
  

Renovation of Mettlach Bridge over the Saar River in
Germany, was carried out by Eiffel Deutschland
Stahltechnologie (EDS) using prefabricated SPS panels to replace
the existing concrete bridge deck. Use of SPS deck panels reduced
the deck weight by 300 tonnes, allowing load restrictions on the
new bridge deck to be lifted compared to the aging bridge. Works
were completed within four months.
The project was recognised with
a Distinction in the 2015 Ulrich
Finsterwalder Structural Engineering
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Bridges
Wark Tyne Bridge
September 2011

Project Type

Bridge deck

Location

Northumberland, UK

Team

Northumberland County Council, SPS Technology,
Carillion, DMJ Engineering
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Bridges
Dawson Bridge
July 2010

Project Type

Bridge deck replacement

Location

Edmonton, Ontario, Canada

Team

City of Edmonton, Dialog (Cohos Evamy),
ConCreate USL Ltd.

The Dawson Bridge is a 100 year old, six-span truss bridge that forms an important link running through the centre of
Edmonton, Canada. The structure had weakened with age and a load limit had been imposed. The existing deck was a
combination of concrete and wood.
Using SPS® bridge decks reduced the project schedule by 12 months. The new bridge deck was installed in parallel with the
renovation of the main trusses. The full-load capacity of the bridge was reinstated without major structural reinforcement. Each
8m by 2m panel weighed 3.5 tonnes and was lifted into place using tele-handlers working from panels installed only minutes
before. No in-field welding was required, with plate continuity along the bridge being created by upper and lower bolted splice
plates. The deck was sealed with a Stirling Lloyd Eliminator membrane prior to application of an asphalt wearing surface.
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Bridges
Ma Fang Bridge
December 2009

Project Type

Deck strengthening

Location

Guangdong Province, China

SPS Technology strengthen the orthotropic bridge deck using its SPS steel reinstatement system. The bridge was able
to remain open to both vehicle and rail traffic throughout the repair process. SPS bridge deck remedial work employs
standard steel practices, which were undertaken by a local crew.
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